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Abstract

On the basis of an extensive set of conductivity-temperature-depth, lowered acoustic Doppler current
profiler (LADCP), and nephelometry profiles and tow-yos the hydrography, flow field, and particle
plume of the Rainbow hydrothermal site on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge are analyzed. In the rift valley the
water column is less dense and stratified than both eastern and western off-ridge water, with

�����
characteristics consistent with inflow across a sill from the east. The buoyant hydrothermal plumes rise
into a strong boundary current flowing along the slope of a topographic high which partially blocks the
rift valley below �	��
��� . The bulk of the neutrally buoyant plume is advected across a sill which forms
both the narrowest and the shallowest part of the valley and acts as a hydraulic control point for the flow
below ������� . Large-amplitude internal waves consistent with tidal forcing are observed near the sill,
but LADCP measurements suggest that the tidal signal is not strong enough to lead to flow reversal at
plume depth. Above �������� the mean current across the topography generates lee waves which radiate
energy upward and downstream. Density-averaged light-scattering profiles show the hydrothermal
particle plume to be Gaussian in depth, even in the near field, where many of the individual profiles are
characterized by multiple peaks and the horizontal variability is highest. The temperature anomalies
associated with the mean near-source particle plume are of order ��
�������������� ; that is, the plume is
cold/fresh as expected from the background hydrography of the deep Atlantic. Using the flow field,
light-scattering, and hydrographic anomaly observations, the heat flux associated with the hydrothermal
particle plume at Rainbow is estimated to lie between 1 and 
 �"! .
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Figure 1. Rainbow region bathymetry and nomenclature. Darkly shaded regions are deeper than #%$'&(&*) , lightly shaded
regions are between 2000 and #%$%&%&*) , and unshaded regions are +,#'&(&%&*) deep; contour interval is #%$'&-) . The black cross
near the #%#%$%&*) contour marks the location of the hydrothermal vent field. The SW and NE basins are part of the MAR rift
valley; the unshaded regions in the SE and NW corners form part of the valley walls.

1. Introduction

Hydrothermal processes account for approximately one third of the global geothermal heat flux to the oceans and strongly
affect their chemical composition. For some chemical species, hydrothermal input constitutes a source of similar magnitude
to riverine input, while particle precipitation in hydrothermal plumes removes others [see Elderfield and Schultz, 1996]. The
most spectacular manifestations of hydrothermal circulation are the high-temperature ( .0/1$'&3254 ) vent fields which give rise
to particle-rich plumes rising hundreds of meters above the seafloor, where they spread laterally into the surrounding water
column. These focused inputs of heat and chemicals support distinct and fascinating ecosystems [e.g., Tunnicliffe, 1991].
Even though high-temperature fluxes may not amount to more than a fraction of the hydrothermal total [e.g., Schultz and
Elderfield, 1997], they are still significant in terms of dispersal of larvæ and chemicals by the equilibrium plumes (neutrally
buoyant without vertical momentum). Furthermore, they provide constraints for the physical and chemical processes in
hydrothermal circulation.

There are several different approaches for estimating the high-temperature fluxes from a hydrothermal site, including
direct measurements at the vent orifices to yield instantaneous fluxes from the individual sources [e.g., Ginster et al., 1994]
and measurements in the equilibrium plumes to derive an integrated view of the source conditions, possibly including some
of the low-temperature (“diffuse”) fluxes close to the vents. A number of different techniques have been used to estimate
integrated fluxes from equilibrium plumes, including height-of-rise modeling [e.g., Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1992], advection
of hydrographic anomalies [e.g., Baker and Massoth, 1987], and plume age estimates based on chemical anomaly ratios [e.g.,
Rosenberg et al., 1988].

To be able to interpret chemical and physical plume observations, a good understanding of the local hydrography and
flow regime is paramount. Without detailed knowledge of the background hydrography it is not possible to determine which
temperature/salinity signals are caused by the hydrothermal activity. Without a conceptual model of the background flow
regime, which determines the trajectory of the spreading plumes, interpretation of chemical and physical anomalies remains
tenuous at best. The hydrography and flow field are strongly interlinked and must be analyzed together.

The goal of this work is to present the results of the first detailed study of the spatial and temporal variability of the
hydrography, flow regime, and particle plume observations within a segment of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) rift valley in
the immediate vicinity of a hydrothermal vent field, and to apply these results to estimate the heat flux associated with the
hydrothermal particle plume.
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Figure 2. FLAME stations. Bathymetric shading and contours are the same as in Figure 1; CTD stations are marked with
stars and BRIDGET tow-yos are marked with open and solid circles; small open stars on the western slope of Rainbow Ridge
indicate the track of a CTD tow-yo. The BRIDGET tows marked with solid circles are the cross-sill tow of Figure 10 and the
cross-ridge tow of Figure 11. The solid star with a white border near Rainbow Sill indicates the position of the CTD yo-yo of
Figure 12.

1.1. Rainbow Hydrothermal Site

The Rainbow site (Figure 1) was discovered in the course of a large-scale survey of the MAR [German et al., 1996b].
On the basis of water column light-transmission anomalies, it was chosen for a preliminary study using seven conductivity-
temperature-depth (CTD) casts [German et al., 1996a] and for testing the British Mid-Ocean Ridge Initiative hydrothermal
deep-tow instrument (BRIDGET), which was used to map the hydrothermal particle plume over a horizontal extent of 67& –68$*91) [Rudnicki et al., 1995]. During May and June 1997 a detailed study, the Fluxes at Amar Experiment (FLAME),
was undertaken to investigate the hydrography, plume dynamics, chemistry, and biology of the Rainbow site, the preliminary
findings of which were reported by German et al. [1998]. On the basis of the FLAME data, the spreading equilibrium
plume can be traced for several tens of kilometers. During a subsequent submersible dive the active hydrothermal vents were
discovered between 2270 and #'/1#'&*) at 36 2 13.80 : N, 33 2 54.12 :W [Fouquet et al., 1998].

Atlantic hydrothermal plumes differ from their Pacific counterparts in a number of important aspects, the most obvious of
which is that Pacific plumes generally rise well above the surrounding topography before spreading under the influence of
stratification and rotation, while the horizontal spreading of MAR plumes is usually confined by the rift valley walls. Apart
from this direct influence the ridge topography also affects the plumes indirectly through the distinct hydrography of the
MAR rift valley. Saunders and Francis [1985] show that the stratification of rift valley water is reduced in comparison to
the abyssal waters found on either side of the ridge because of blocking by the valley walls, resulting in greater plume rise
heights than would otherwise be the case.

In the Rainbow region the situation is further complicated by a topographic high which partially blocks the rift valley
below 67;($%&*) and separates it into a SW and a NE basin (Figure 1). Thus the topography is expected to largely determine the
structure of the flow field and hydrography below that depth.

1.2. Methods

Two different instrument platforms were used to collect data at the stations shown in Figure 2: BRIDGET, developed for
tow-yo lines through hydrothermal plumes [Rudnicki et al., 1995] and a standard CTD package used primarily for vertical
casts. In addition to the CTD stations shown, two eastern ( .<$%&*9	) off axis) and one western ( .=67&%&-91) off axis) background
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stations were occupied for reference.

The BRIDGET platform was used to collect data between 6?>'&%&*) ( #'&(&*) above the highest particle plume observations;
see section 4) and the seabed by tow-yoing it behind the ship at speeds not exceeding 1.5 knots. It was equipped with one
and sometimes two self-contained FSI MicroCTD instruments, a Chelsea Instruments Aquatracka nephelometer (measuring
light scattering at a ;%&	2 angle), as well as a 12-bottle sampling rosette and auxiliary instruments such as attitude sensors and
an altimeter. The open and solid circles representing the BRIDGET tows in Figure 2 show the locations of the intersections
of the tow-yo tracks with the #�68&%&*) depth.

The CTD package was used for vertical profiles, a tow-yo, and a 10-hour yo-yo. It was equipped with a General Oceanics
Neil Brown Mk3c CTD, a Chelsea Instruments Mk2 Subaquatracka nephelometer, a self-contained RDI Acoustic Doppler
Current Profiler used as a lowered ADCP (LADCP), a 12-bottle sampling rosette, as well as auxiliary instruments such as an
altimeter.

The temperature sensors of two of the three CTD instruments were precruise calibrated (the remaining one was taken as
a spare). The Neil Brown CTD was recalibrated 10 months after the cruise. On the basis of the calibration information and
direct instrument comparison on the BRIDGET platform the temperature intercalibration error is estimated to be @=68&�AB�2?4 .
At #�67&(&*) (the mean particle plume depth; see section 4) this corresponds to a density uncertainty of @<#�C�68&A�D�9	EF)GAD , the
same order of magnitude as some of the important hydrographic patterns (e.g., see Figure 7). Therefore the hydrographic data
sets from different instruments were not combined. Because the CTD data set is essentially a spatial subset of the BRIDGET
data set (Figure 2), this is not a problem; the CTD data were used to verify the patterns observed in the BRIDGET data.

The conductivity sensor of the Neil Brown CTD was calibrated by analyzing 207 bottle samples with an Ocean Scientific
International Autosal Model 8400A salinometer, resulting in an RMS error of #IHJ>KCL67&A�D practical salinity units (psu). Because
of hardware problems with one of the two CTD instruments flown on BRIDGET, not enough bottle samples were available to
reliably calibrate the two conductivity sensors. The salinity calibration of one of the CTD instruments that failed twice during
the cruise was judged to be too unreliable to be used at all. Therefore the measurements of this instrument were removed
from the hydrographic data set. (The affected tows are not shown in Figure 2.) A trend of $IH M"CN68&AO�P3QSR per day was
removed from the data of the second BRIDGET CTD instrument. The resulting TVU%W of the pressure-averaged data set was
fitted against the corresponding Neil Brown TVU%W . To assess the quality of this intercalibration, the result was compared to the
37 available Autosal samples for the BRIDGET instrument resulting in an RMS error of 6%HX>YC�68&AD�P3QZR in the depth range67[(&%& – #'/(&%&*) . This corresponds to a density uncertainty of @=6%HJ$=C\68&3A�D�9	EF)GAD .

Nephelometry values (“nephels”) are usually reported in arbitrary units [e.g., Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1992]; here instru-
ment voltage (V) is used. To remove the offset between the CTD and the BRIDGET nephelometers as well as the trends
observed during long BRIDGET tow-yos (caused by lens fogging), an offset was applied to the individual profiles by sub-
tracting the mean value between 68$%&%&*) (or the upper turning point of the BRIDGET tow-yo profiles) and 67M1$'&*) (above the
highest particle plume observations; see section 4). This results in some negative nephel values. To compare the response char-
acteristics of the two nephelometers, the mean values ( @=6 standard deviation) in the near-surface light-scattering maximum
were calculated; the resulting agreement between &IH]68$V^_@0&IH &($(`	a , derived from 19 BRIDGET profiles, and &IH]65b,^_@0&IH &%/(`�a ,
derived from 25 CTD profiles, indicates that the response characteristics of the two instruments are comparable.

The LADCP data presented here were derived from water track measurements calculated in $ -m bins. In contrast to the
data presented by German et al. [1998], no averaging between the up- and the downcasts was performed. Average layer
velocities were derived by separately calculating the mean of the northward and eastward velocity components; this method
can produce small values in sheared layers where the velocity components take on both signs.

1.3. Outline

The regional hydrography of the Rainbow site is reviewed in section 2, followed by a description and interpretation of
the rift valley hydrography and flow field (section 3). In section 4 the particle plume observations are presented. Combining
the hydrographic, flow field and particle plume data, a heat flux estimate is derived in section 5. The results are discussed in
section 6.
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Figure 3. Mean LADCP-derived flow speed and direction in the top 67&(&%&*) of the water column. Each data point represents
a $'&*) vertical mean.

2. Regional Hydrography and Flow Field

The Rainbow site lies in a section of the MAR with a complex hydrography which is affected by the ridge topography, the
Mediterranean water tongue, and the Azores Current and Front [e.g., Wilson et al., 1995]. In the full-depth hydrographic
profiles the Mediterranean water tongue is apparent as a layer of nearly constant salinity in the approximate c B (potential
temperature referenced to #%&%&(&-d�e3f%g ) range of M	2 – 67&1274 (see Figure 4). The mean salinity maximum of /1$�H b1#�PhQSR has an
associated potential density i B of /%[3H $�9	E*) A�D ( i B units will be omitted below). These values are consistent with published
data [e.g., Sy, 1988]. The horizontal distribution of the Mediterranean outflow water can be traced as a wedge penetrating
deep into the North Atlantic well beyond the MAR. According to Sy [1988] this wedge is bounded by two main branches of
the Gulf Stream extension: the North Atlantic Current to the north ( . 46 2 N) and the Azores Current to the south. While the
North Atlantic Current flows too far north to influence the Rainbow region, the latitude of the Azores Current near 34 2 W is
not well defined. There is considerable evidence for meanders on a scale of at least 67&(&*9	) [e.g., Gould, 1985; Sy, 1988].

Figure 3 shows the flow velocity in the top 67&%&(&*) of the water column, derived from the LADCP profiles of all CTD
stations. The mean current flows mainly southeastward with the velocity decreasing nearly linearly from &IH]6?>j)NQ�AKk at the
surface to &IH &($�)NQ5A�k at 67&%&(&*) , below which the speed remains approximately constant down to the depth where the topog-
raphy begins to influence the flow (see Figure 9). The magnitude and vertical structure of the observed current are consistent
with geostrophic calculations presented by Gould [1985] and by Sy [1988], both reporting speeds around &IHJ#%$*)lQ'AKk at the
surface, decreasing nearly linearly to &IH &($�)NQ7AKk at 67&(&%&*) in the vicinity of the Rainbow site. Gould [1985] also proposes
two criteria to assess if a given station lies north or south of the Azores Front: one for the depth of the 6?$�284 isotherm ( +L/(&%&*)
with typical values around 67&(&*) north of the front) and the other for the surface salinity ( +L/%[IH b-P3QZR with typical values near/%[3H #*P3QSR north of the front). In the data presented here the respective mean values ( @=6 standard deviation) are #'M%&�@�b(&*) and/%[3H /0@N&IHJ#�P3QZR , indicating that the frontal region was sampled. The hydrography and current measurements of the FLAME
cruise are therefore consistent with a southeastward flowing meander of the Azores Current influencing the top 67&(&%&*) of the
water column.

Figure 4 shows the pressure-averaged c B U%W diagrams of the CTD stations of the NE and SW basins as well as two off-
ridge reference stations. The rift valley water characteristics are almost identical to those of the eastern off-ridge profile fori Bnm /%[3HJ> ( .=67/(&%&*) ), while there is a significant difference between the rift valley and the western background station.
Therefore the valley water most likely originates east of the MAR as was previously asserted by German et al. [1998]. Thec B U%W characteristics in the two basins separated by Rainbow Sill are virtually identical, indicating that the deep water of both
basins most likely has the same origin. The potential temperature below /(&%&(&*) is similar in both basins ( /3H [%bh2 – /3H [([(274 ).
At #%[%&(&*) (the maximum depth of the deeper of the two eastern off-ridge background stations) the valley water is .0&3H [h274
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Figure 6. Mean horizontal density distribution (shaded cells) and instantaneous LADCP measurements (arrows) between
2175 and #%#(#%$�) . Bathymetric contours are the same as in Figure 1; lightly shaded cells indicate below-average potential
densities, darkly shaded cells are more than 1 standard deviation ( .0/oCp67&AD ) denser than the mean, and intermediately
shaded cells lie in between.

Individual CTD profiles indicate that the situation in the rift valley is not as simple as the mean profiles suggest (Figure 5).
Features such as the rift valley c B U'W offset of approximately qL&IH]6�274 in the i B range 36.875–36.9 are common in the SW
basin. In the NE basin they are not observed away from the eastern slope of Rainbow Ridge (west of 33 2 50 :W). Thesec B U%W offsets do not coincide with the particle plume signatures (section 4) and are therefore assumed not to be caused
by hydrothermal processes. (Detailed analysis of the hydrographic anomalies associated with the hydrothermal particle
plume [Thurnherr, 2000] confirms this view.) Because there is no evidence for additional water masses in this region, the
nonhydrothermal c B U'W offsets are assumed to be caused by interleaving of western off-ridge water as inferred by German
et al. [1998]. This is consistent with the approximate equality of the maximum depth of the interleaving structures (e.g.,67;1#'&*) in Figure 5) and the depth of the crest of the western rift valley wall in the Rainbow region, taken from the Smith and
Sandwell [1997] data set. The variability in depth and vertical structure of the c B U%W offsets in individual profiles indicates
that the interleaving cannot be viewed as a single coherent structure extending across the rift valley.

3. Rift Valley Hydrography and Flow Field

3.1. Stratification and Flow Observations

The shaded cells in Figure 6 show the horizontal distribution of potential density at #%#%&%&*) , i.e., at an intermediate depth
between the peak of Rainbow Ridge ( 68;($'&-) ) and the saddle of Rainbow Sill ( #%$%&%&*) ). The shading of each cell is deter-
mined by the pressure-averaged BRIDGET density measurements within its boundaries, with darker shades indicating higher
densities. At #%#'&(&*) , SW basin water is generally denser than NE basin water. It is not clear if the high-density water is
confined to the northeastern part of the SW basin because the lightly shaded cells found in the remainder of the basin are
derived from few data points from single BRIDGET lines.

Figure 7 shows the pressure-averaged density and buoyancy frequency profiles of the two deep basins and Rainbow Sill
(density only, calculated from a single along-sill tow-yo). The horizontal density difference between the basins has a maxi-
mum value of b3HJ$YC�67&IA�D near #%#($'&*) . The different slopes of the density profiles between 2000 and #%#($'&*) indicate that,
on average, the isopycnals in this depth range are more spread in the NE basin than in the SW basin. This is confirmed by
the corresponding buoyancy frequency profiles. While the stratification between 2300 and #�b1&%&*) is weaker in the NE basin
than in the SW basin, there is no similar region in density space, i.e., the NE-basin stratification is weaker everywhere belowi B r /([IH ;(#(# ( #'&(&%&*) ). The stratification below #�b1&%&*) is too weak for the buoyancy frequencies to be resolved accurately.
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Figure 7. (a) Pressure-averaged density and (b) buoyancy frequency profiles of the SW basin, Rainbow Sill (density only)
and the NE basin. Data points derived from + 20 values for the basin profiles and from + 5 values for the sill profile are not
shown; the dotted lines at #%&%&%&-) indicate the depth below which the density profiles diverge.
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Figure 8. Flow speed and density profiles in the saddle of Rainbow Sill.

Inspection of the individual density profiles shows stable stratification extending to the bottom of the deepest profiles below/(#%&%&*) , however. An estimate of 68&IAOKQsAKk is used in section 3.2 for the buoyancy frequency at #%$%&%&*) .

In addition to the density distribution, Figure 6 also shows the LADCP current measurements at #%#'&(&*) . The two main
features to note are the consistent clockwise flow around the northern tip of Rainbow Ridge (the individual measurements
were taken over a period of 3 weeks) and the strength of the currents on its western slope.

Figure 8 shows a flow speed profile from the saddle of Rainbow Sill. The vertical scale of the layer of strong flow peaking
at m &IHJ#%$�)NQsAKk is .0/%&(&*) . Similar layers of intense currents are apparent in four out of the seven profiles from the western
slope of Rainbow Ridge; they have vertical scales between 250 and b(&(&*) and peak speeds between 0.17 and &3H #%M*)NQ�AKk .
Figure 9 shows the vertical structure of the $'&-) -averaged current field derived from all seven stations on the slope. The
layer of intense flow is confined to depths below #%&%&(&*) where its direction is much more uniform than above, indicating
topographic steering.

Layers of intensified flow near the seabed were observed in profiles away from the western slope of Rainbow Ridge as
well. They have typical vertical scales of .<$'&*) and peak speeds between 0.1 and &3Ht6?$�)lQ�A�k . (It is interesting to note that a
profile from the western slope of a different topographic high (at 33 2 45 :W, 36 2 19 : N) is similar to the ones from the western
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Figure 9. Pressure-averaged flow velocity on the western slope of Rainbow Ridge. Each data point represents a $%&*) vertical
mean; the dotted line is the same as in Figure 7.
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Figure 10. Isopycnal contours across Rainbow Sill. Contour levels were chosen for uniform spacing with depth; the shaded
area indicates i B m /%[3H ;%b1$ , found in the NE basin only below #'[%&(&*) , except for a few profiles close to Rainbow Sill.

slope of Rainbow Ridge, with a vertical scale of #'&(&*) and a peak speed of &IH]67;*)NQ?A�k .)
3.2. Flow Across Rainbow Sill

Figure 10 shows selected isopycnal contours from a tow-yo across Rainbow Sill (the black cross-sill tow of Figure 2). The
contour levels were chosen so that their mean depths are uniformly spaced. The isopycnal surfaces of the densest water on the
sill (near 67b-9	) ) follow the topography descending into the NE basin, consistent with a northeastward overflow current. The
associated vertical spreading of the isopycnals below #%&%&(&*) is indicative of mixing with NE-basin water. A second tow-yo
across the sill, which was discarded because of instrument calibration problems (section 1.2), shows similar downsloping of
the isopycnal surfaces in the NE basin below #'&(&%&*) .

The densest water observed on Rainbow Sill (Figure 7) has a i B value of /([IH ;'b([ , which corresponds to a potential temper-
ature of /IH ['b	254 , the same as the water found in the SW basin below /%&%&(&*) (section 2). This observation, together with the
virtually identical c B U%W characteristics in both basins (section 3.1), indicates that Rainbow Sill does not block the exchange
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of water. The criterion for topographic blocking to occur in linearly stratified uniform flows across two-dimensional obstacles
is that the dimensionless parameter u rwv :]xyzU%{<:F|}# for most obstacle shapes in nonrotating flows [Baines, 1987] andu~|�6%HJ$ for rotating flows over a Gaussian ridge [Pierrehumbert and Wyman, 1985], with v : , { : , and xy denoting the
upstream buoyancy frequency, velocity, and the height of the obstacle, respectively. Using v : r 67&IAhOKQ5A�k (section 3.1),{<: r &IH &($*)lQ5A�k (typical LADCP velocity away from Rainbow Ridge), and x�y r >�&(&*) (height of Rainbow Sill above
the SW-basin floor), u becomes 1.4, i.e., close to the limiting value. The uplifting of deep upstream water is driven by the
dynamic pressure reduction caused by the large flow velocities across the sill, a phenomenon sometimes called Bernoulli
aspiration [e.g., Kinder and Bryden, 1990].

The horizontal density gradient across Rainbow Sill is consistent with upstream influence of an obstacle, which has been
observed for values of u as low as &IHX>'$ [Pierrehumbert and Wyman, 1985]. The orientation of the corresponding pressure
gradient implies a mean overflow from the SW into the NE basin. The observation that the density distributions of the
individual tows are consistent with the mean picture suggests that the density-driven flow can be treated as quasi-steady.
The mutual consistency of the LADCP measurements around Rainbow Ridge (Figure 6) and the lack of indications for
flow reversal support this view and furthermore indicate that tidal effects (section 3.4) are weak compared to the density-
driven flow. Additional evidence for quasi-steady along-valley flow is provided by the observation of a persistent northward
current on the western flank of Rainbow Ridge throughout a 26-hour dive (with a remotely operated vehicle) in August 1996
[German et al., 1996c] and by the along-valley density gradient observed in August–October 1992 [Wilson et al., 1995],
which is consistent with our data.

In the case of an inviscid steady two-dimensional flow along a channel of slowly varying geometry a horizontally asymmet-
ric density distribution (i.e., differing reservoir conditions) implies that the flow is (hydraulically) controlled [Armi, 1986].
Pratt [1986] shows how the inviscid assumption of hydraulic models can be tested by evaluating the nondimensional param-
eter � r����8� U'x (indicating the relative importance of hydraulic acceleration and deceleration caused by bottom friction),
where ��� ^ r 67&IAD7` , � , and x are the drag coefficient, the horizontal distance over which the thickness of the active lower layer
(see below) changes significantly, and the mean thickness of that layer, respectively. Conservatively estimating ��r 68$�9	)
and x r /(&%&*) from Figure 10 results in an estimate of ��.�&IH &($ , indicating that frictional effects can be ignored. Killworth
[1995] shows that the equivalence of hydraulic control and flow maximization known from nonrotating hydraulics holds for
continuously stratified rotating flows controlled by sills and narrows of arbitrary topography as well. Therefore a hydraulic
model can be used to estimate the volume flux across Rainbow Sill. The simple one-and-a-half layer reduced gravity model
with zero upstream potential vorticity introduced by Whitehead et al. [1974] is considered adequate for this purpose, mainly
because it is the simplest model of rotating hydraulics, which has been tested in similar contexts [Whitehead, 1997]. In the
limit of no rotation it reduces to hydraulic flow over a weir.

Layer models require estimates for the density differences between the individual layers, which are assumed to be homo-
geneous. In real situations, separation of the water column into such layers is difficult except where there are sharp vertical
temperature or salinity gradients coinciding with regions of high velocity shear. In the Rainbow profiles (e.g., Figure 8), there
are no clear indications for such layers. Whitehead [1989] proposes a simple method for dealing with this problem, based on
the observation that in hydraulically controlled stratified flows there is generally a well-defined bifurcation depth below which
the data can be separated into high-density (upstream) and low-density (downstream) profiles. The bifurcation depth is taken
to be the upstream depth of the interface between the two model layers, which makes this method equivalent to defining the
interface as the maximum density surface that remains horizontal over the sill [e.g., Mercier and Bryden, 1994]. The density
difference between the active lower and the passive upper layers is set to the maximum horizontal upstream-downstream
difference between the bifurcation depth and the sill depth. (This method yields correct values for homogeneous layers.)
The respective values for the flow across Rainbow Sill are #'&(&%&*) for the bifurcation depth and b3HJ$�Cn68&A�D for the density
difference (Figure 7), resulting in a reduced gravity estimate of �h:h.�b3HJ$<C"67&IA��)NQsA�B . The vertical scale x� r $%&%&*) of the
flow between the bifurcation depth and the sill depth is consistent with the intensified current layer shown in Figure 9.

The model of Whitehead et al. [1974] is now applied to estimate the volume flux � and the width � of the overflow
current. The respective expressions for a sill which is wide compared to the internal Rossby radius of deformation are� r ��:]xhB� U�^�#(��` and � r ^�#?��:�x � `ZkZ��B?U%� . As suggested by Whitehead [1989], we use the sill width at the bifurcation depth
for the comparison; its value of >	HJ$�9	) , taken from bathymetric charts, is much larger than the corresponding Rossby radius^���:�x � `ZkZ��B?U%��.�6(HJ>�91) , where � r MIH [�C�67&IA��Q5A�k is the Coriolis parameter at 36 2 N. The volume flux and current-width
estimates become ��.�[($YC�68& D ) D Q A�k and ��.�#�HJ$�9	) , respectively. The Rossby number of the flow �V� r {LU'� � .�&3H $
(based on the half width of Rainbow Sill ( ��� .o$�9	) ) and the velocity scale of &3H #�)NQ7A�k , estimated from Figure 9) indicates
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Figure 11. Isopycnal contours across Rainbow Ridge. Contour levels are the same as in Figure 10.

that the model assumption of geostrophically adjusted flow across the sill is at least partially violated. Effects of steady or
time-variable (e.g., tidal) barotropic forcing are ignored.

3.3. Topographic Wake

The mean density stratification of the two deep basins (Figure 7) suggests that the hydraulically controlled flow is confined
to depths below #'&(&%&*) . Between the bifurcation depth and the peak of Rainbow Ridge at 67;1$'&*) the incident current,
of order &IH &($�)NQ5A�k (Figure 9), flows over and around the topography. Evaluating u (section 3.2) with v : r 68&�A�D�QsAKk
(Figure 7b) and x y r $%&*) yields a value of 6(H & , indicating that blocking is unlikely. The characteristic half width � � of the
top $'&*) of Rainbow Ridge is 6 – #*91) . Because � �¢¡ {<:�U v : r $%&*) , nonhydrostatic effects may be ignored, while the
corresponding Rossby number of 0.3–0.6 indicates that rotational effects are important.

The appropriate flow regime for these parameters is the rotating wave regime of Queney [1948; see also Gill, 1982].
The corresponding lee waves radiate energy (group velocity) upward and downcurrent at an angle between 612 and ;%&12 to
the horizontal. The horizontal wavelength £ of the pattern of vertical streamline displacement close to a bell-shaped ridge
is #'¤¥{<:]U%� , which is .¦b-9	) using the Rainbow parameters. Because £ is comparable to the width of the peak of Rainbow
Ridge, large-amplitude lee waves are expected. Figure 11 shows a selection of isopycnal contours from a BRIDGET line
across Rainbow Ridge (the black cross-ridge tow of Figure 2). The pattern of isopycnal surface displacement found in the
lee of the ridge is consistent with the rotating wave regime because it is confined to the quadrant upward and downstream
of the ridge peak and the wavelength directly over the peak is .<$*91) . (The doming of the isopycnals in the eastern part of
the NE basin is not considered to be a topographic effect but is consistent with tidal motion; see section 3.4.) Two additional
BRIDGET tows across Rainbow Ridge show similar wave-like features, although the patterns there are less clear because
of the decreased horizontal resolution caused by larger towing velocities. These additional observations together with the
horizontal extent of the lee wave patterns ( .=67&*9	) ) indicate that the topographic wake is most likely set up by the mean flow
(a velocity of order &IHJ$�)lQ7A�k would be required to propagate a disturbance over a distance of 68&*9	) in half a tidal period).

3.4. Hydrographic Variability on Tidal Timescales

One of the main problems regarding the interpretation of hydrographic surveys like the one presented here is the difficulty
in separating spatial and temporal scales, especially in the tidal range. (On the basis of resampling of the same region over the
4-week data collection period, a measurable shift of the hydrography over timescales of the order of weeks can be excluded.)
To investigate the variability of the hydrography on tidal timescales, a 10-hour CTD yo-yo was done at a station close to
Rainbow Sill (the solid star with a white border of Figure 2). Unfortunately, the LADCP failed during the cast. Figure 12
shows the evolution of the isopycnal surfaces during sampling. Between the upper turning point of 1600 and .<#%#($'&*) they
exhibit a wave-like structure consistent with the semidiurnal tidal period. The phase of the isopycnal displacement appears
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Figure 12. Isopycnal contours of the 10-hour CTD yo-yo. Contour levels and shading are the same as in Figure 10.
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Figure 13. Depth-integrated ( 68$%&%& – #%$%&%&*) ) nephelometry profiles of the BRIDGET data set (arbitrary vertical scale). Bathy-
metric contours are the same as in Figure 1; thin bars denote profiles without plume signals (from visual inspection).

to vary with depth. The maximum amplitude near 67M(&%&*) is m 68&%&*) , but displacements of order $%&*) are more typical.
Close to the seafloor the structure is more complex; the potential-density inversions at b3HJ$ , > , and M3H $ hours are not contouring
artifacts. (There are indications from the CTD altimeter for some horizontal instrument displacement during the cast.)

The pattern of the isopycnals shown in Figure 11 is therefore most likely caused by a combination of spatial and temporal
variability during the 12-hour sampling time. If the doming of the isopycnals in the NE basin were a spatial feature, it would
imply anticyclonic flow around the basin, which is inconsistent both with direct velocity measurements (e.g., Figure 6) and
with density observations from four additional tows crossing the same basin in different directions.

4. Hydrothermal Particle Plume

Figure 13 shows the horizontal distribution of the depth-integrated BRIDGET nephelometry profiles. (The entire data set
was used, including the tows with the faulty CTD instrument; see section 1.2). In the SW basin the plume signals are confined
to the area north of the vent field, consistent with the density and flow observations of section 3. Upstream of Rainbow
Sill the horizontal variability between neighboring profiles is highest, whereas downstream, on the eastern slope of Rainbow
Ridge, the depth-integrated plume signals are more uniform. The drop-off in signal strength away from the ridge (east of
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Figure 14. Selected BRIDGET nephelometry profiles, including (a) the one closest ( +,#'&(&*) ) to the vent field, (b) one from
the eastern slope of Rainbow Ridge, (c and d) two adjacent ones from a single tow-yo near the center of the NE basin, and (e)
the one farthest away ( .0/%&*9	) ) from the vent field. Successive profiles are horizontally offset by &IHJ$�a .

33 2 50 :W) is consistent with horizontal mixing and coincides with the boundary between the ridge slope, where hydrographic
interleaving is observed, and the basin interior, where no interleaving is apparent (section 2). Particle settling and dissolution
provide alternative mechanisms for the decrease in plume nephels; the small flow velocities in the NE basin (e.g., Figure 6) are
consistent with increased sedimentation rates. Within the NE basin the integrated plume signals decrease south of . 36 2 15 : N,
suggesting that the plume does not follow the isobaths around the basin, consistent with the nephelometry section shown in
Figure 3 of German et al. [1998] (BRIDGET tow 04, the density section of which is shown in our Figure 11) as well as with
the methane distribution presented there.

A plot of the horizontal distribution of the nephelometry maxima is similar to Figure 13, the main difference being a
reduction in signal strength of . 30% across Rainbow Sill (see also Figure 15), consistent with vertical mixing.

On the basis of the horizontal distribution of the nephelometry anomalies, the BRIDGET plume data (thick bars in Fig-
ure 13) were separated into three regions: SW basin, eastern slope of Rainbow Ridge, and NE basin interior (east of 33 2 50 :W).
Figure 14 shows nephelometry profiles from each of these regions, selected to illustrate the variability throughout the domain
of observation.

In the near-source profiles (upstream of Rainbow Sill) the nephelometry anomalies are confined between #'/%&(&*) (the depth
of the vent field) and 68;%&%&-) . They are characterized by one to four peaks, with the signal between peaks often dropping to
background values. Similar vertically structured particle distributions are commonly observed close to hydrothermal sources
[e.g., Rosenberg et al., 1988; Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1992]. In the FLAME data, individual nephelometry peaks cannot be
traced between profiles, suggesting that the horizontal scale of the coherent plume fluid structures is small (typical BRIDGET
tow-yo spacing at plume depth is 6 – #�9	) ).

For each of the three regions a mean profile derived from the BRIDGET plume data set is shown in Figure 15. Because
of the tidal variability of the hydrography, which has a vertical scale comparable to the thickness of individual near-source
nephelometry peaks (section 3.4), averaging of both nephels and depth was performed in potential-density space with variable
bin sizes depending on the stratification. All three mean profiles are approximately Gaussian in depth, without indications
for vertical structure. (The CTD data set is not extensive enough to derive similar mean profiles.) The Gaussian curve fitted
to the SW-basin profile is centered at § r #I68#'&-) , with a thickness (1 standard deviation) of i r ;%[*) , a peak value of¨=©¥ª r &IHJ#%$�a , and an RMS error of &IH &I68M*a ; the respective values for the profile from the eastern slope of Rainbow Ridge
are § r #�6?#'&*) , i r 68&(#�) ,

¨«©jª r &IH]67M-a , and RMS error &3H &(&%;*a ; and those for the NE-basin interior profile are§ r #�68&%&*) , i r 67/	>j) ,
¨=© ª r &3H &([*a , and RMS error &IH &%&%b-a , respectively. The peak of the mean plume exhibits no

vertical trend with distance from the source (neither in depth nor in density space), indicating that the profiles of Figure 15
represent the equilibrium plume. The lack of evidence for vertical overshoot (plume cap) near the source is consistent with
laboratory [e.g., Helfrich and Battisti, 1991] and numerical [e.g., Lavelle, 1997] experiments, which show that both rotation
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Figure 15. Density-averaged BRIDGET nephelometry profiles and depth-fitted Gaussian curves of the SW basin (solid
circles), the eastern slope of Rainbow Ridge (shaded circles, offset by qL&IH &%/*a ), and the interior of the NE basin (open
circles, offset by qL&IH &%[*a ). The SW/slope/NE profiles are derived from 26/17/68 casts, respectively; mean values calculated
from + 4 data points are not shown.

and cross flows tend to suppress such an overshoot. The height of rise measured at the mean nephelometry maximum is#'&(&*) .

5. Heat Flux Estimates

One simple method for estimating heat fluxes from hydrothermal plumes is based on source buoyancy flux estimates
derived from height-of-rise observations and more or less elaborate models of the buoyant plumes [e.g., Rudnicki and El-
derfield, 1992]. Even the most advanced current models cannot resolve plumes from individual sources within a vent field
and must rely on the assumption of a single point or line source (i.e., the length scale associated with the extent of the source
is assumed to be much smaller than the plume rise height) [Lavelle, 1997]. If this assumption is violated, the buoyancy
flux estimated from the rise height of the model plume can significantly underestimate the true buoyancy flux because the
effects of plume interaction at some height above the sources are ignored. Applying a simple plume model to the observed
near-source hydrography and rise height (similar to Rudnicki and Elderfield [1992]) yields a heat flux estimate of &3H /F¬0
[Thurnherr, 2000]. The individual vent chimneys at Rainbow are distributed over an area of 68&%&*)®CF#($'&*) [Fouquet et al.,
1998], so that the extent of the integrated plume source is of the same order as the observed rise height. Because the point
source assumption is violated, this heat flux estimate is not considered accurate.

To derive a better estimate, we use an alternative approach based on the advective flux of the temperature anomalies
associated with the equilibrium plume [Baker and Massoth, 1987]. The Gaussian shape of the mean plume (Figure 15)
supports the assumption of quasi-steadiness, so that the equilibrium temperature anomaly flux can be defined as

� ¯ ¨ c'¯ r
° ¨ c'¯z±�²	³(´�µ (1)

where � ¯ is the volume flux carrying the spatially averaged equilibrium temperature anomaly
¨ c ¯ away from the “source”

(which in this context is the region where the buoyant plumes become neutrally buoyant). The integral is evaluated over a
suitably defined surface ´ across which the entire equilibrium plume is advected with velocity ± ² (normal to ´ ), away from
the source.

If the TLU'W relationship of the background fluid entrained into the buoyant plumes is linear, the equilibrium temperature
anomaly flux � ¯ ¨ c ¯ is related to the corresponding source temperature anomaly flux �·¶ ¨ c�¶ [from McDougall, 1990,
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expression (22)] by � ¶ ¨ c ¶�«¯ ¨ c'¯ r 6Vq¢¸0¹6Vq®¸ ¹ U'¸ ¶¹ µ (2)

where ¸ ¹ r ^»º¥c�¼8`�U�^»½¥W�¼�` is the stability ratio of the water column (with º and ½ denoting the linear thermal expan-
sion and haline contraction coefficients, respectively, evaluated at the reference pressure of potential temperature) and¸ ¶¹ r ^�º ¨ c ¶ `�U�^»½ ¨ W ¶ ` is the density anomaly ratio of the hydrothermal source fluid (with

¨ W ¶ denoting its mean salinity
anomaly). Even though McDougall [1990] assumes the vertical gradients of background potential temperature and salinity
to be constant, this assumption is not used in his derivation of expression (22); it is sufficient to assume that ¸«¹ is constant,
i.e., that the background TLU'W is linear. (Lavelle et al. [1998] arrive at the same conclusion using a different derivation.) The
stability ratio ¸0¹ r #�H /%[L^_@0&IH]6%68` is taken from the near-source CTD profiles in the depth range of plume rise ( 67;%&(& – #%/%&(&*) ),
with º r 6%H b	>,C�67& AhO�2 4 AKk and ½ r >	HJ$'/0C�68& AO P3QSR A�k at b 2 4 and #%&%&(&-d�e3f%g [Gill, 1982]. The same coefficients are used
to estimate the source fluid density anomaly ratio ¸ ¶¹ .�$IH b from the Rainbow effluent properties [Fouquet et al., 1998]. The
source heat flux ¾ is calculated using ¾ r�¿ ¶»À � ��¶ ¨ c�¶Zµ (3)

where ¿ ¶ .�;%;(/*9	E*)�A�D is the density calculated from the effluent properties with the linear equation of state expanded at the
background temperature and salinity, and À � .�b3HJ#�C�67&(D�Á-9	EhA�kÂ·A�k is the specific heat of the ambient sea water [Turner
and Campbell, 1987].

The isopycnal temperature anomalies associated with the Rainbow light-scattering plume are estimated using a new method
derived by Thurnherr [2000]. On the basis of the assumption of linear background c B U%W (or, equivalently, linear backgroundc B U'i B ) properties within the particle plume the nephelometry anomalies

¨=©
of the near-source CTD profiles were found to

be linearly correlated with the corresponding temperature anomalies, allowing the temperature profile within each particle
peak to be written as c B ^»Ã	` r�Ä�ÅnÆ i B ^»Ã	` ÅÇ� ¨=© ^�Ã1`sH (4)

Expression (4) can be fitted to each nephelometry peak, resulting in independent estimates for the regression coefficients Ä ,

Æ , and � from which the isopycnal temperature anomalies are calculated using¨ c B ^�Ã1` r c B ^»Ã	`�qN^ Ä�ÅÇÆ i B ^�Ã1`Z`ÈH (5)

The mean ( @=6 standard deviation) estimate of the temperature versus nephelometry anomaly slope � of the BRIDGET data
set is qL&IH &I68;L^É@0&3H &(&($%`Z2È4�a«AKk , similar to the value of qL&3H &367;L^_@0&IH &%&(/(`Z2È4�a=A�k derived from the CTD profiles [Thurnherr,
2000]. These results are consistent with the observation that the nephelometers used on the two platforms had similar response
characteristics (section 1.2). The mutual consistency of the individual slope estimates implies that the near-source Gaussian
plume shown in Figure 15 can be rescaled to yield the mean temperature anomaly profile

¨ c	¯�^»Ã	` ; its peak value is qVb3H M�C67&IAD�2?4 .

The heat flux is now estimated using expressions (1)–(3). We assume the plume to be laterally uniform across its entire
(cross-valley) width of #�9	) [German et al., 1998] and the mean near-source current profile between 1900 and #%/%&%&-) to be
approximated by

± ² ^»Ã	` r ±Ê Å�Ë ±Ë Ã
^»Ã�q®Ã8Ê8`Èµ (6)

with ±Ê r &IH &($*)lQ5A�k , Ë ±�U Ë Ã r #�HJ$YC®67&IAhOKQ5A�k , and Ã8Ê r 67;%&(&*) (Figure 9). Integrating
¨ c ¯ ^»Ã	`Ì± ² ^»Ã	` between 1900 and#'/(&%&*) and across the plume width yields � ¯ ¨ c ¯ .�q,#'/(&(254�)�DKQ5A�k . Using expression (2), the source temperature anomaly

flux becomes � ¶ ¨ c�¶*.Í$%$'&1274�)�DKQ5A�k , resulting in a heat flux estimate of #IH /F¬0 . Considering the number of assumptions
and estimates this value is based on, it is difficult to determine a confidence interval. In contrast to the rise height method none
of the parameters is raised to a power greater than 1, however, and those with the greatest uncertainties, namely the width of
the plume and the mean current velocity, are most likely good to at least within a factor of 2. Our estimates for the lower and
upper bounds of the heat flux are 6¥¬0 and $F¬0 , respectively.

6. Discussion

Measurements of the hydrography and flow field during the FLAME cruise as well as plume dispersal observations suggest
a mean circulation in the Rainbow region as shown schematically in Figure 16. The flow below #'&(&%&*) forms a strong
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Figure 16. Sketch of the mean flow regime around Rainbow Ridge. Topographic shading and contours are the same as
in Figure 1; solid arrows represent the hydraulically controlled flow below #'&%&(&*) ; dashed line indicates the region where
enhanced mixing is expected; open arrows represent the flow above #'&(&%&*) .

northward boundary current along the western slope of Rainbow Ridge and across Rainbow Sill, which acts as a hydraulic
control point. Downstream of the sill the overflow current descends into the NE basin while continuing to flow clockwise
around Rainbow Ridge. The downslope current mixes with NE-basin water and gradually decreases in strength. Eventually,
it detaches from the eastern slope of the ridge, carrying particle-rich plume fluid into the interior of the basin. Above #'&%&(&*) ,
the mean flow over the peak of Rainbow Ridge generates lee waves which radiate energy upward and downstream.

At plume height the flow is controlled by a combination of rotation, stratification, and topographic effects, while an
influence of the hydrothermal plume on the dynamics is not observed. Dispersal of the hydrothermal material is dominated
by the hydraulically controlled overflow, which carries the bulk of the equilibrium plume northeastward along the rift valley.
A small fraction of the particle plume extends above the minimum depth of the blocking topography, indicating that some
hydrothermal material may be advected across the peak of Rainbow Ridge.

Upstream of Rainbow Sill, close to the vent field, the horizontal and vertical variability of the nephelometry profiles is
highest, similar to observations from other hydrothermal sites. The mutually consistent linear correlations between nephels
and hydrographic anomalies in the near-source profiles [Thurnherr, 2000] indicate that this variability is not caused by
nonconservative particle behavior but represents varying plume fluid concentrations. The Gaussian shape of the density-
averaged near-source particle plume implies that the peaks of the individual profiles do not represent layers in the sense of
Rudnicki and Elderfield [1992].

The vertical scale of the near-source nephelometry peaks is of the order of 68&%&*) , while failure to trace individual peaks
between consecutive BRIDGET tow-yo casts yields an upper bound of 6 – #�9	) for the corresponding horizontal scale. It is
not clear whether these scales are controlled by processes associated with steady convection or with source or background
variability. Laboratory [e.g., Papantoniou and List, 1989] and numerical experiments [e.g., Lavelle, 1997] show that plumes
rising from single steady buoyancy sources into quiescent or uniformly flowing backgrounds result in highly inhomogeneous
plume fluid concentrations. Assuming that the scales of the coherent structures in the Rainbow equilibrium plume are deter-
mined by a balance between rotation and stratification effects (i.e., assuming a Burger number v xU%� � of order 1, where � andx are horizontal and vertical length scales, respectively [e.g., Helfrich and Battisti, 1991]), yields a horizontal/vertical aspect
ratio of 10 at the mean plume depth, consistent with the observations.

The Gaussian shape of the density-averaged nephelometry profiles, to our knowledge the first such observation in a hy-
drothermal context, indicates that the steady state plume was adequately sampled during the FLAME cruise. The mean plume
occupies the entire depth range between the vent field and the maximum rise height, indicating that the height of rise cannot
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adequately be estimated from individual profiles. On the basis of the linear relationship between the near-source nephelome-
try and the corresponding temperature anomalies, and the mean flow near the vent field, the temperature anomaly flux of the
equilibrium plume was used to derive a heat flux estimate of #�H /F¬0 associated with the particle plume.

A second heat flux estimate, based on height-of-rise modeling, is an order of magnitude smaller. Fouquet et al. [1998, p.
26] describe the distribution of the vent chimneys at Rainbow as “about ten major groups of extremely active black smokers.”
The two heat flux estimates are mutually consistent if the plumes from the different vent groups coalesce high enough in the
water column so that they have already lost much of their buoyancy, i.e., if the rise height is determined by the buoyancy flux
of a single group of vents, for which the point source assumption is valid. (On the basis of Figure 1 of Fouquet et al. [1998]
the distance between neighboring vent groups ranges between . 25 and >'$�) .)

Combining hydrographic, flow field, and particle plume observations has yielded a number of novel insights into the
dynamical processes acting within the rift valley of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, where they control the dispersal of a hydrothermal
plume. The analysis of the regional circulation will aid in the interpretation of biological and geochemical data because it
constrains the pathways and ages of the measurements. The mean near-source nephelometry and temperature anomaly profiles
can be rescaled in terms of other conservative hydrothermal tracers or, using expression (2), to yield a mean dilution profile.
This will allow the corresponding fluxes to be calculated in the same way we derived our heat flux estimate.
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